Bill #
S9

H68

S9

H90

H3701

Bill Title
An Act creating a next-generation roadmap for Massachusetts climate policy
Vote on Engrossment
Vote on Enactment
proposed Joint Rules governing the 2021-2022 legislative session
Vote on Amendment #8: public committee votes and testimony
Vote on Amendment #3: electronic poll
Vote on Amendment #6: procurement amendment
Vote on Amendment #11: conference committee report
Vote on Adoption of the order
An Act creating a next-generation roadmap for Massachusetts climate policy

Rep Domb
vote

1/28/21
yes
yes
2/24/21
no
no
no
no
yes
3/18/21

Vote on Concurrence
yes
Vote on Re-enactment
yes
An Act financing a program for improvements to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund
and providing relief to employers and workers in the Commonwealth
Vote on Enactment
An Act financing the reconstruction of the Soldiers' Home in Holyoke
Vote on Engrossment

Date

3/25/21

yes
4/15/21
yes

Some helpful context for House votes:
1. Bill numbers change, often! When legislation is filed it's given a docket number, a bill number, and then that number can change
a number of times as it moves through committees on its way to the House floor. That's why you may see some bills with the same
title, but different numbers.
2. In the process of how bills become law, they must first be engrossed, before being enacted on a separate vote, that's why you'll
see bills lsited as being voted on more than once.
3. Amendments can be filed to almost any piece of legislation when it's presented for a vote on the House floor. Most are not dealt
with directly on the floor with a voice or roll call vote, but those that have been given a roll call vote this session are listed above, with
the outcome for the amendment (whether it was adopted or not in the final legislation) and Rep Domb's vote.
4. Procedurally, the House is required to take a roll call vote in enacting any local land ordinances. For brevity, we've excluded those
from this table.
All of the information provided here is available online in the House Journal. (https://malegislature.gov/Journal/House/192/01-012021)

